ONLY TEN DAYS MORE FOR INCOME TAX FILING—DO YOUR FILING EARLY

"The government owes me money, according to my figures."

"If we separate, we can make money. We are allowed only $4,000 exemption if we remain married, but if we separate, we each get $3,000 exemption—$7,000!"

"I wonder if I can convince myself that my income is only about $6,000."

"I don't like this collection at the source."

"I'd like the government to know that I'm honest in every thing—except taxes."

"The thought of paying taxes on my full income is disturbing."

"But the thought of the consequences of committing perjury is much more disturbing."

"Income tax schedules filed here."

PICKS 5 WOMEN AS FILM CENSORS

EX-CONVICT KILLS WOMAN ACCUSER?

Mrs. Katherine Moss of 1240